
Nectar-of-The-Gods Spring Series 

Race Weekend 2  

3-13-21 (Could the 13th be the problem…. supersCCous?) 

Apparently the WIND GODS were not happy with the NECTAR OF THE GODS as 
there was (for all pracCcal purposes) no wind for the race(s).  

AOer waiCng for a short period of Cme the wind teased us into actually thinking 
there might be a chance for the races to proceed and the anxious and expectant 
sailors took to the water. We started the first race with great abandon (but no real 
speed) eight boats were baking and bobbing along at what resembled something 
like a reduced snail pace.  

The mulChulls of Jim Edens and Bob Cole seemed to be able to make the most out 
of the situaCon and turned in respectable Cmes, but for the rest of the stubborn, 
die-hard, monohull sailors Ed Sims, Art Twitchell, Roger Roddy, Bob Hay, Jeff Sabri 
and John Churchill not so much. AOer spending around three-quarters of an hour 
in a race which at normal Cmes would have been closer to one-quarter of an hour 
we called it quits (yes I am a quiXer when needed). We then reCred to the 
welcoming shade of the porch to SOCIAL DISTANCE and enjoy some snacks 
provided by fellow sailors and some dips and chips provided by Miss Lynn’s 
famous kitchen. This was of course washed down by some of the ice cold NECTAR 
of the Gods beverages we all enjoy so much. 

Over all, the day was wonderful but the sailing…. oh well, beXer luck next Cme. 
The results will be coming out soon.  

Thanks to Art who brought the anchors, blew up the marks and brought over his 
second boat to posiCon the marks. Thanks also to all the sailors who came out 
even though the condiCons were not very promising.  We all look forward to some 
decent wind at the final 2021 Spring Nectar-of-The-Gods Race on April 25th. 

Ed Sims 

S/V Pooney Tunes


